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ABOUT US
DFCon is the premier international, interdisciplinary diabetic foot conference in North America. In its 18th year, the course is designed for the wide spectrum of generalists and specialists who diagnose and manage the diabetic foot. Didactic talks, panel discussions, Q&A sessions, specialty symposia and workshops will delve into diagnostic and interventional strategies for diabetic foot ulcers and amputation prevention. Featuring a world-renowned international faculty, DFCon offers the opportunity to review state-of-the-art concepts and techniques.

VENUE
Royal Sonesta Houston Galleria
2222 West Loop South
Houston, TX 77027
United States
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of the activity, participants should be able to:

1. Identify updated information to provide patient care in the discipline of vascular surgery.
2. Explain new techniques in collaborating and communicating when working with teams to ensure best practices in patient care, education and research in vascular surgery.
3. Apply quality improvement in areas of vascular surgery.
4. Utilize updated information as outlined in program as related to vascular surgery diagnosis and diseases.
5. Outline new techniques and studies along with innovative approaches related to patient care, medical knowledge, practice-based learning and improvement, and system based practices.

ACCREDITATION
This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the accreditation requirements and policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint providership of Texas Heart Institute and Baylor College of Medicine. Texas Heart Institute is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Credit Designation
Texas Heart Institute designates this live activity for a maximum of 16.50 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

Podiatry CPME
This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the standards and requirements for approval of providers of continuing education in podiatric medicine through a joint provider agreement between the American Podiatric Medical Association (APMA) and the Texas Heart Institute. APMA is approved by the Council on Podiatric Medical Education as a provider of continuing education in podiatric medicine. APMA has approved this activity for a maximum of 16.50 continuing education contact hours.
Commercial Supporters
Texas Heart Institute is accredited by the Accreditation Council for
Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing medical
education for physicians.

All continuing medical education activities accredited by the Texas Heart
Institute are in compliance with the ACCME Standards for Commercial
Support.

For Exhibitors
We recognize that your participation in a Texas Heart Institute activity is a
vital part of your firm's marketing program, and we want to do everything
possible to make it rewarding for you. When participating at Texas Heart
Institute, exhibitors are to meet ACCME Standards for Commercial Support.
7:00 – 8:00  Registration

7:00 - 8:00  Breakfast Symposia *(Non CME/CPME)*
– Ran Ma, CEO and Founder of Siren Care, Inc.
Room: Legends I

Breakfast Symposium II: Sponsored by WNDM Inc.
Title: Advances in Wound Healing: Surgical Activated Hydrolyzed Collagen
– Dr. Jeffrey Ross
Room: Legends II

GLOBAL SESSION

Tour Around the World
Moderators: Drs. David G. Armstrong and Joseph L. Mills, Sr.

8:00 - 8:20  Maintaining Bipedalism: A View of the Foot from the Continent on Which Man First Walked – Dr. Zulfiqarali Abbas

8:20 - 8:40  How New Zealand: Fighting a Tectonic Shift in Demography with a Fellowship of the Limbs – Dr. Venu Bhamidi

8:40 - 9:00  CPR for the Diabetic Foot: How “Check, Protect and Refer” has Changed the Game Across an Entire Nation
– Dr. Duncan Stang
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 - 9:20</td>
<td>Bringing COALS to Coal Country: How the Coalition of Appalachian Limb Salvage is a Diamond in the Rough</td>
<td>Dr. Samantha Minc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20 - 9:40</td>
<td>Prevention a la Milanese</td>
<td>Dr. Giacomo Clerici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40 - 10:00</td>
<td>How the International Working Group has Brought the Diabetic Foot to the Front of the Bus - and Sicco Bus in Front of Us</td>
<td>Dr. Sicco Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 - 10:30</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 – 11:00</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 - 11:10</td>
<td>Battling a Great Barrier to Act Against Amputation Across Australia</td>
<td>Dr. Pete Lazzarini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10 - 11:20</td>
<td>SAVE Program: Implementing a Limb Salvage Program to Address Zip Code Inequality in Access to Care</td>
<td>Dr. Lyssa Ochoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20 - 11:30</td>
<td>A Decade of Limb Salvage Surgery</td>
<td>Dr. Jose Luis Lazaro-Martínez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 - 11:40</td>
<td>Toe-Ron-Toe: The Provenance of Promise: Providence or Persistence in Canada’s Most Prominent Province</td>
<td>Dr. Ahmed Kayssi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40 – 11:50</td>
<td>Renegotiating NAFTA: A North American Free Toes Alliance</td>
<td>Dr. Carlos Hinojosa-Becerril</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:50 – 12:00 Can the Emperor of All Maladies Adopt the Orphan of All Maladies? What Cancer Can Teach Us About the Diabetic Foot, Amputation, Prevention, and Remission – Dr. Lynne Tudhope

12:00 – 12:20 Panel Discussion

12:20 – 1:30 Lunch Symposium: Sponsored by Integra (non CME/CPME)

Title: From Wound Management to Offloading. Integra LifeSciences has You Covered – Dr. Brian Lepow
Moderator: Dr. Jeffrey Ross
Room: Legends I

**Out-of-the-Box – New Innovations**
*Moderator: Dr. David G. Armstrong*

1:30 – 1:45 Wound Care in a Box: Clinical Applications of a Novel Autologous Homologous Skin Construct for Full-Thickness Tissue Regeneration – Dr. Nikolai Sopko

1:45 – 2:00 That’s Tubular, Dude...Surfing the World of Self-Assembling Nanotubules – Dr. Vivek Kumar

2:00 – 2:15 Should We Begin Doping our Skin? Novel Techniques to Enhance Performance of Deficient Diabetic Soles – Dr. Geoff Gurtner

2:30 – 2:45  When will Augmented and Virtual Reality become Reality Reality? AR and VR Medical Animation and Clinical Stimulation – Dr. Daniel Wasser (Presentation to be via teleconference)

2:45 – 3:00  Creating a GPS for Vascular Surgery – Dr. Alan Lumsden

3:00 – 3:20  Panel Discussion

3:20 – 3:40  Exhibit Hall Break

**Complex Foot Problems**
*Moderator: Dr. Lawrence Lavery*

3:40 – 3:55  Bringing the Heel to Heal – Dr. Venu Bhamidi

3:55 – 4:10  Seoul 2 Sole – How Transpacific Microvascular Partners Can Save Limbs – Dr. Ketan Patel


4:25 – 4:40  What Can We Learn from Military Rehabilitation? Lessons from the Center for the Intrepid – Ryan Blanck (non CME/CPME)

4:40 – 4:55  Can’t Stand the Pressure: How Advances in Activity Monitoring will Transform How We Offload the Diabetic Foot – Dr. Bijan Najafi

4:55 – 5:10  Panel Discussion

5:10 – 6:30  #DFCon18 Welcome and Poster Reception – Open Exhibits (non CME/CPME)
Friday – October 12, 2018

7:00 – 8:00  Registration

7:00 – 8:00  Overlapping Breakfast Symposia
(non CME/CPME)

Breakfast Symposium I: Sponsored by Optima Molliter srl.
Title: It’s Not What You Put on a Wound, but What You Take Off: Next Generation Strategies to Offload, Monitor and Heal Complex Wounds
– Andrea Casini and Giacomo Clerici
Moderator: Dr. David G. Armstrong
Room: Legends I

Breakfast Symposium II: Sponsored by Advanced Oxygen Therapy, Inc.
Title: A Detailed Review of the Expanding Clinical Evidence Pressurized Topical Wound Oxygen (TWO2) Therapy in Healing Diabetic Foot Ulcers and Other Refractory Chronic Wounds
– Dr. Robert Frykberg and Dr. Mike Griffiths
Moderator: Dr. Jeffrey Ross
Room: Legends II

Breakfast Symposium III: Sponsored by Kent Imaging
Title: SnapShot in the Future of Tissue Assessment: The Role of NIR Multispectral Imaging in Wound Oxygen Measurement
Moderator: Dr. Brian Lepow
Room: Legends III

Video Session

Moderator: Dr. Joseph L. Mills, Sr.

8:00 – 8:10  After the Debridement / Rebooting the Wound - Taking the Chronic Wound and Making it Acute – Dr. Christopher Attinger
8:10 – 8:20  Pedal Loop – Dr. Miguel Montero-Baker

8:20 – 8:30  The Difficult Forefoot – the Guillotine
TMA is the Alternative Way
– Dr. Brian Lepow

8:30 – 8:40  Like a Bridge over Troubled Matrix: How
Cultured Tissue Products Can Augment
or Replace Skin Grafting
– Dr. Jeffrey Ross

8:40 – 8:50  SCIP the Skin Graft:
Use a SCIP Flap Instead
- Dr. Ketan Patel

8:50 – 9:00  Charcot Foot: Potential Pearls from
Parkland – Dr. Javier LaFontaine

9:00 – 9:20  Exhibit Hall Break

Diabetic Foot in Remission: Toward More Ulcer Free, Hospital
Free…Activity Rich Moderator: Dr. David G. Armstrong

9:20 – 9:35  Maintaining Remission Induced Frailty by
Offloading – Dr. Bijan Najafi

9:35 – 9:50  Prophylactic Diabetic Foot Surgery
– Dr. John Steinberg

9:50 – 10:00  Are We Remiss in Reducing Restenosis
– Dr. Joseph L. Mills, Sr.

10:00 – 10:15  Who you Gonna Call? Clot Busters
– Dr. Jayer Chung

10:15 – 10:30  Using Data to Drive Remission
– Dr. Sicco Bus

10:30 – 10:40  Panel Discussion
Edward James Olmos Award for Advocacy in Amputation Prevention

A centerpiece of the conference is the presentation of the Edward James Olmos Award for Advocacy in Amputation Prevention. The award is named in honor of the celebrated actor and director Edward James Olmos, who has been active in raising awareness of the ravages of diabetes and the importance of limb preservation in the Latino community.
10:40 – 11:05  The 14th Annual Edward James Olmos Award For Advocacy in Amputation Prevention

11:05 – 12:00  Poster Presentations and Abstract Awards

12:00 – 1:00  Lunch Symposia (non CME/CPME)

Lunch Symposium I:
Sponsored by EO2 Concepts
Title: Continuous Delivery of Oxygen Enhances Closure and Reduces Pain
– Dr. Mark Niederauer
Moderator: Dr. David G. Armstrong
Room: Legends I

Lunch Symposium II:
Sponsored by PolarityTE
Title: SkinTE: Progressive Regenerative Healing of Full-Thickness Functionality Polarized Skin
– Ryan Mathis, MD
Room: Legends II

Monoclonal Antibodies:
Diabetic Foot Vaccine? / Antibiotic Stewardship
Moderator: Dr. Brad Spellberg

1:00 - 1:15  Is the Best Antibiotic the one We Never Gave? – Dr. Brad Spellberg

1:15 – 1:30  Drugs for Bugs: What’s New? What’s True? – Dr. Warren Joseph

1:30 – 1:45  A Bone to PICC: Does Anyone Need IV Antibiotics Anymore?
– Dr. Benjamin Lipsky

1:45 – 2:00  Can Transforming Monoclonal Antibodies into Antimicrobial Busy Bodies Prevent Amputation on Anybody? – Dr. Brett Sellman
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00 - 2:15</td>
<td>Infection in Remission: Is Osteomyelitis Really a Big Deal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Dr. Jose Luis Lazaro-Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 - 2:30</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 - 2:45</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Peripheral Artery Disease**

*Moderator: Dr. Joseph L. Mills, Sr.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:45 – 3:00</td>
<td>SPINACH - Making Limb Salvage Salad from Spinach Alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Dr. Nobuyoshi Azuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 – 3:15</td>
<td>Global Vascular Guidelines: A New Pathway for Limb Salvage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Dr. Michael Conte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 – 3:30</td>
<td>BASIL – Dr. Matt Menard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 – 3:45</td>
<td>Best CLI Trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Dr. Matt Menard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45 – 4:00</td>
<td>PCSK9 Inhibitor - A Medical Therapy for CLI?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Dr. Leo Clavijo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 - 4:15</td>
<td>Panel Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Saturday – October 13, 2018

6:30 – 7:00  Registration and Breakfast

Unopposed Company Supported Workshops
(non CME/CPME)

8:00 – 12:00  Access Workshop - Sponsored by Cook Medical
(Off-site event - preregistration required)

8:00 – 10:00  Suture Workshop
Sponsored by W.L. Gore
Moderators: Dr. Joseph L. Mills, Sr. and Dr. Ramyar Gilani
Room: Legends I

8:00 – 10:00  Dermacell Hands-on Application Workshop
Sponsored by LifeNet Health
Moderator: Dr. Jeffrey Ross
Room: Legends II

12:00 – 1:00  Lunch / Exhibits
**Vascular**
*Moderator: Dr. Gary Gibbons*

1:00 – 1:20  Committing HARRISey – Working Together to Heal a Hole in the System in Harris County, Texas
– Drs. Ramyar Gilani and Dr. Edward Poythress

1:20 – 1:40  Inflammation in Diabetic Wounds
– Dr. Katherine Gallagher

1:40 – 2:00  The Use of High-dose Statins and Amputation Prevention in PAD
– Dr. Shipra Arya

2:00 – 2:20  Complex Endovascular Therapy
– Dr. Miguel Montero-Baker

**Conclusions**
*Moderators: Drs. Joseph L. Mills, Sr. and David G. Armstrong*

2:20 – 2:35  Measuring What We Manage: Using Regional Data to Improve Outcomes
– Dr. Neal R. Barshes

2:35 – 2:50  Future of Diabetes Foot Care
– Dr. Gary Gibbons

2:50 – 3:05  A Worldwide Registry: Where Can I Sign Up?
– Dr. Sicco Bus

3:05 – 3:20  Closing Remarks
– Dr. Joseph L. Mills, Sr.
and Dr. David G. Armstrong
Educational Grants

This activity has been planned to be well-balanced, objective, and scientifically rigorous. Information and opinions offered by speakers represent their viewpoints. Conclusions drawn by the audience should be derived from careful consideration of all available scientific information.

Texas Heart Institute, Office of Continuing Medical Education, along with Baylor College of Medicine, gratefully acknowledges the following companies for providing educational grant support for this activity:

**Silver**
Abbott Vascular

**Bronze**
Boston Scientific
EO2 Concepts
Philips IGT D
Exhibits, Symposia & Workshop Sponsors

Support for this conference has been provided in part by the following exhibitors, symposia and workshop sponsors:

**Platinum**
EO2 Concepts
PolarityTE

**Silver**
Advanced Oxygen Therapy
Boston Scientific
Cook Medical
W.L. Gore
Kent Imaging
Optima Molliter srl

**Bronze**
Arobella Medical
Bard
ETS Wound Care
Integra
KCI / Acelity
Kyoui Health
Lasercam
LifeNet Health
Medline Corius
Misonix
Molecular Biologicals
mtf biologics
Organogenesis
Penumbra
Perimed
Podometrics
Siren Care, Inc.
Solsys Medical
Tissue Regenix (TRx BioSurgery)
WNDM Medical
Zulfiqarali Abbas, MD – Muhimbili University of Health and Allied Sciences
David G. Armstrong, DPM, MD, PhD – Keck Hospital
Shipra Ayra, MD – Stanford University
Christopher Attinger, MD - Georgetown University
Nobuyoshi Azuma, MD – Asahikawa Medical University Hospital
Neal R. Barshes, MD, MPH – Baylor College of Medicine
Venu Bhamidi – Auckland City Hospital
Ryan Blanck – Hanger Clinic
Sicco Bus, PhD – Dept. Rehabilitation Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam UMC
Jayer Chung, MD - Baylor College of Medicine
Giacomo Clerici, MD – Centri del Piede Diabetico
Michael Conte, MD – UCSF - San Francisco
Katherine Gallagher, MD – University of Michigan
Gary W. Gibbons, MD FACS - Southshore Health System Center
Ramyar Gilani, MD – Baylor College of Medicine
Geoff Gurtner, MD – Stanford University
Carlos Hinojosa-Becerril, MD – Instituto Nacional de Ciencias Medicas y Nutricion Salvador Zubiran
Warren Joseph, DPM – Roxborough Memorial Hospital
Ahmed Kayssi, MD - Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre
Vivek Kumar, PhD – Rutgers School of Dental Medicine
Javier LaFontaine, DPM, MS – UT Southwestern and Parkland Hospital
Lawrence Lavery, DPM, MPH – UT Southwestern Medical Center
Pete Lazzarini, MD – The Prince Charles Hospital, Brisbane, Australia
Brian Lepow, DPM – Baylor College of Medicine
Ben Lipsky, MD, FACP, FIDSA, FRCP, FRPC (Glasg)
Charles Liu, PhD, MD – University of Southern California Affiliated Hospitals
Alan Lumsden, MD – Houston Methodist Hospital
Jose Luis Lazaro-Martinez, DPM, MsC, PhD – Teaching podiatric Hospital, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Joseph L. Mills Sr., MD – Baylor College of Medicine
Samantha Minc, MD, MPH – West Virginia University School of Medicine; Ruby Memorial Hospital; West Virginia University
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD - Baylor College of Medicine
Bijan Najafi, PhD, MSc – Baylor College of Medicine
Lyssa Ochoa, MD – San Antonio Vascular and Endovascular Clinic
Ketan Patel, MD – Keck School of Medicine, USC
Edward Poythress, MD - Ben Taub Hospital
Jeffrey Alan Ross, DPM, MD - Baylor College of Medicine
Vincent Rowe, MD – Keck School of Medicine
Brett Sellman, PhD – MedImmune, LLC
Nikolai Sopko, MD – PolarityTE
Brad Spellberg, MD – University of Southern California
Duncan Stang, MD – Scottish Government
John Steinberg, DPM – Georgetown University Hospital
Lynne Tudhope, MBCHB, MMed, B.A. – Wilgers and Montana Hospitals
Daniel Wasser, MD – Photon Biomedical
Faculty Disclosure Statement

It is the intent of the Texas Heart Institute to ensure that its educational mission and its continuing medical education activities in particular, not be influenced by the special interests of individuals associated with its program. Having an affiliation with, or an interest in, any corporate organization does not prevent a speaker from making a presentation at an educational event, but the speaker's relationship must be revealed in advance to the audience. When discussing therapeutic options, the presenter should use generic names. If it is necessary to use a trade name, then those of several companies should be used. Further, should the presentation include discussion of any unlabeled and investigational use of a commercial product, the presenter is required to disclose this to the audience.

In accordance with the guidelines of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education, everyone in a position to control content (faculty, planners, reviewers, and others who control content including their spouse/partner) has disclosed to Texas Heart Institute their relevant financial relationships with commercial interests. The Institute defines “relevant financial relationships” as financial relationships of the individual (including those of the individual’s spouse or partner) in any amount occurring within the past 12 months that create a potential conflict of interest. The ACCME defines “commercial interest” as any entity producing, marketing, re-selling or distributing health care goods or services consumed by, or used on, patients.

The individuals below have disclosed the following relationships with commercial interests.

Zulfijagrani Abbas, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
David G. Armstrong, DPM, MD, PhD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Shipra Arya, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Christopher Attinger, MD is a consultant for Integra and Acelity.
Nobuyoshi Azumam, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Neal R. Bashkes, MD, MPH has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Ryan Blank has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Sicco Bus, PhD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Jay Yer Chung, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Leo Clavijo, MD has a research grant with Amgen.
Giacomo Clerici, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Michael Conte, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Katherine Gallagher, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of her presentation.
Gary W. Gibbons, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Ramyar Girani, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Greg Harms has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Carlos Hinojosa-Becerril has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Warren S. Joseph, DPM has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Ahmed Kayssi, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Vivek Kumar, PhD is CEO and co-founder, >9% equity interest for NangioTx, Inc.
Javier La Fontaine, DPM, MS is on the speaker bureau for Integra.
Lawrence Lavery DPM, MPH is a consultant for Aplion Medical Users, Harbor MedTech, Boehringer Ingelheim and Medline Industries, Inc; speaker for Osiris, Integra and Smith Nephew; research grant with Cardinal.
Pete Lazzarini, MD is a speaker consultant for Sanofi, Australia.
Brian Lepow, DPM is a consultant and speaker with Medline and Bard.
Benjamin A. Lipsky, MD, FACP, FIDSA, FRCP, FRPC (Glasgl) has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Charles Liu, PhD, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Alan Lumsden, MD is a consultant for BSCI, WL Gore, Siemens and Medical Metrics; speaker’s bureau/honorarium for Hatch Medical; stock shareholder for Hatch Medical; grants/research support/participating/investigator for WL Gore, Corematrix, Silk Road and Cook.
Jose Luis Lazaro-Martinez, DPM, MSc, PhD is a consultant for Laboratories Urgo, Acelity and Coloplast; speaker for Laboratories Urgo, Acelity and Monlycke.
Matt Menard, MD is on the Advisory Board for Janssen.
Joseph L. Mills, Sr., MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Samantha Minc, MD, MPH has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Miguel Montero-Baker, MD is a consultant for Abbott Vascular, Medtronic, CSI, W. L. Gore & Associates and has equity in Profusa and Thermopeutics.
Bijan Niafij, PhD, MSc has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Lyssa Ochoa, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of her presentation.
Ketan Patel, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Edward Paythress, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Jeffrey Alan Ross, DPM, MD is a speaker and consultant for KCI; he is a speaker for Novadaq; he is a speaker for Valeant Pharmaceuticals.
Vincent Rowe, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Brett Sellman, PhD employee at Medimmune a member of the AstraZeneca Group.
Brad Spielberg, MD is a consultant with Bayer, Forge, Shionogi, Alexion, Synthetic Biologics, Paratek, TheoremDx, Bioversys, Acurix and has equity with Motif, BioAlM, Synthetic Biologics, Mycomed and ExBaq.
Nikolla Sopko, MD is an employee of PolarityTE.
Duncan Stang has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
John Steinberg, DPM FACFAS consultant for Integra and Syntactx.
Lynne Tudhope, MD has nothing to disclose relevant to the content of his presentation.
Daniel Wasser, MD is the co-founder of Photon Biomedical.
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Elaine Allbritton – Texas Heart Institute, Ashley Benning - Baylor College of Medicine, Ronnetta Efter – Baylor College of Medicine, Scott Holmes – Baylor College of Medicine, Rizwan Moton – Baylor College of Medicine, Susan Ressler – Baylor College of Medicine, Joanna Starosolska – Baylor College of Medicine, Charrika Williams – Baylor College of Medicine

The Planning Committee members have nothing to disclose. The THI CME Staff have nothing to disclose.